Prickly Pear Scrapbooking Workshop
This workshop creates 4 double page layouts using ½ a packet of Prickly Pear paper,
coordinating Complements and Sequins, making it an ideal ‘quick and easy’ project that
could be completed in a 3-4 hour class.
Materials required:
 Prickly Pear paper packet (1/2 pack)
 Prickly Pear Complements
 Prickly Pear Sequins
 Stamp Set: C1682 Prickly Pear Cardmaking
 White Daisy Cardstock: 4 sheets and a 3 x 4 inch mat
 Emerald Cardstock:
3 sheets
 Sapphire Cardstock:
2 sheets
 Tangerine Cardstock: 2 sheets
 Blossom Cardstock:
1 sheet
 Ink: Memento Tuxedo Black
 Shinhan Markers: Marigold, Golden Yellow, Vivid Green and Turquoise Blue
 Silver Shimmer Trim
 1” Paper punch
 Adhesive: E-Z Dots or similar
 Thin 3D Foam tape
 Bonding Memories Dual Action Glue Pen
 Surecut Deluxe Paper Trimmer
Before you begin:
Cut the PML pocket cards apart and cut zip strips from B&T paper, set aside.
Photos:
Suggested photo sizes 21 in total. Please note, photo orientation is indicated as Portrait
(P) or Landscape (L).

Layout 1:
Layout 2:
Layout 3:
Layout 4:

(3) 5 ½” x 3 ½” (P)
(2) 5 ¾” x 3 ¾” (P)
(2) 5 ¾” x 3 ¾” (P)
(1) 6” x 4” (P)
(1) 5 ¾” x 3 ¾” (P)

(2) 5 ¾” x 3 ¾” (L)
(3) 5 ¾” x 3 ¾” (L)
(4) 5 ¾” x 3 ¾” (L)
(1) 5 ¾” x 3 ¾” (L)
(2) 3 ¾” x 3 ¾”

Please note: White Daisy mats on layouts are used to indicate photo placement for
display purposes only and are NOT included in the cutting guide.

Assembly Instructions:
Layout 1: Enjoy Today

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Use 2 sheets of Tangerine Cardstock as the bases for this layout.
Adhere flower PML Journal box to Blossom 4 ¼ x 3 ¼ mat.
Adhere Seaglass Striped strips flush with the top of each page.
Adhere flower strips flush with bottom of each page.
Attach Silver Shimmer trim to bottom edge of striped paper and top edge of flower paper on both pages.
Adhere Blossom photo mats on left page 1 ¾ inches from top and bottom edges and ½ inch from sides
as pictured. Adhere “Enjoy Today” with the glue pen ensuring journal box will fit between them.
7. Adhere photo mats on right page as per above image, ½ inch from top and bottom of Shimmer Trim
strips.
8. Add Complement stickers and sequins as above.

Layout 2: The Best Day

1.
2.
3.
4.

Use 2 sheets of White Daisy Cardstock as bases for this layout.
Adhere Cactus strips flush on left page and flush on right page as shown.
Adhere Poppy Dot strip, followed by flower strip. Repeat for right page.
Adhere Emerald mats on left page, 1 ⅛ inches from top of page and ½ inch from sides as pictured,
leaving ¼ inch space between them. Repeat for right side.
5. Trim off ⅛ inch off all sides of ‘The Best Day’ PML pocket mat and adhere on left page as above.
6. Embellish with Complements and sequins as shown.

Layout 3: Good Times

1. Use 2 sheets of Emerald Cardstock as bases for this layout.
2. Trim ⅛ inch off all sides of Cactus PML Pocket Page card.
3. Adhere Poppy Dots strip flush with edge on left page and add Sapphire ½ inch strip, followed by
Multicolour Stripe piece. On right page, adhere Scallop Zip Strip ¼ inch from bottom edge of base.
4. Adhere Multicolour Stripe flush above.
5. Cut 1 inch circles in half to create 12 semicircles. Run a strip of adhesive on the back of remaining
Multicolour strip and glue circles evenly across to form border.
6. Adhere circle strip 1 ½ inches from top edge of page. Adhere trimmed PML Pocket Card as shown.
7. Add ‘Good Times’ title using glue pen, 1 ½ inches from the top of left page as pictured.
8. Add photos, Complements and sequins as pictured.

Layout 4: Let’s Celebrate

1. Use 2 sheets of White Daisy Cardstock as the bases for this layout.
2. Adhere Prickly Pear strip on left page, flush with the side and bottom edges, leaving a space at top left
side for the Title.
3. Add Triangle Zip Strip, then Emerald Ombre strips keeping edges even.
4. Adhere Sapphire and Sorbet mats together and place 2 inches from top and bottom edge of page as
shown above.
5. On right page, adhere Emerald Ombre flush with side edge. Add Seaglass Stripe Zip Strip.
6. Adhere Sorbet Concentric Diagonal Square piece flush with the top and side edges, leaving a space in
the bottom right corner for Title.
7. Adhere Cactus PML pocket mat to 3 ¼ x 4 ¼ inch Sapphire mat. Add Title using glue pen.
8. Adhere Sapphire mats 1 inch from top and bottom edge and ½ inch from side leaving ¼ inch space
between them.
9. Add Complements and sequins as per picture. Enjoy your fabulous layouts! 

